Verify the with the shorthand script. Practise each line, five times.

(1) Take the money and pay the bill to the miller.
(2) They may appeal to Ramana to take a share of the game, and lead to victory.
(3) Happy village folk showed Joe Mary the route she took to reach shed at the edge of the lake.
(4) Tom and Mary may marry. If so, they may all be at the wedding.
(5) Many take food on the leafy bank at the bottom of the lovely village.
(6) The lady may catch us on the way and so all may reach the dock early enough to look at the big ship.

Verify your answers with the key. Practice each line at least 5 times.

(1) Hurry to the bank and encash the cheque, take the money and pay to Tom.
(2) Take no cheque and ask the dealer to pay ready cash on Monday.
(3) Take a policy and insure the shed in the village and be happy.
(4) Tom and Eddy hope they both may take the coach go away off the village.
(5) Do they know the length and width of the big ship at the back of the dock?
(6) Ask Tom to fill the package of red ink and they guarantee the colour.